In this paper we will give a Cayley-Dickson type construction of the bimodules and bimodules with involution for the composition algebras, and then apply these results to the classification of the bimodules for the Jordan matrix algebras.
Preliminaries.
A composition algebra [l] is a nonassociative algebra A with identity over a field $ (always assumed to be of characteristic 9*2) which has a nondegenerate quadratic form Q admitting composition Q(xy) = Q(x)Q(y).
It is well known that such an algebra is an alternative algebra with involution x->x such that (1) x + x = T(x)l, xx = xx = £>(x)l.
There is an explicit procedure for building the composition algebras known as the Cayley-Dickson construction. Given a composition algebra A and a nonzero t£<$ one defines a multiplication on A XA by (x, y) ■ (z, w) -(xz + rwy, wx + yz).
If we set t = (0, 1) and imbed A by x->(x, 0) then we have constructed an algebra C(A) = A 0 At defined by the relations x(yt) = (yx)t,
(2) (yl)x = (yx)t, (xt)(yt) = ryx.
(Strictly speaking, C(A) depends on the choice of t as well as on .4.) We introduce an involution x + yl -* x -yl.
Then Q(u)=uu = ilu defines a nondegenerate quadratic form for u = xArytEC(A); Q admits composition Q(uv) =Q(u)Q(v) if and only if A is associative.
Starting with the base field <P the Cayley-Dickson construction leads to the following tower of composition algebras:
I. C°($)=$l, the base field.
II. Cx($) = C(C°($)), a complex algebra $l+$i where 1= -i and i*=\\ (X^O).
III. C2(<P) = C(C1($)), a quaternion algebra with basis {l, i, j, ft} where j = -j, ij = -fi -k,j2=pl (jj.^0).
IV. C3($) = C(C2(4>)), a Cayley algebra with basis {1, i, j, ft, /, il, jl, kl} where 1= -I, l2 = vl (y^O).
Since C3 is not associative the Cayley-Dickson construction ends here. It can be shown [l] that every composition algebra over <£> is isomorphic to one of the above algebras (for suitable choice of the parameters X, p., v). A composition algebra is either a division algebra or else it is split; the split algebras are isomorphic to the algebra obtained by taking all parameters X, p., v equal to 1.
A (unital alternative) bimodule for a composition algebra A is a vector space M and two linear maps A, R: In fact, using (1) Proof. Our assumptions on the a,-imply a2 =X<1 for X<= +<2(a<) 9*0. For the first part we may take a = at and apply associativity (4) to obtain an=a(tm)=atm=tdm = (tm)d = nd; since this holds for a basis it holds for all aEA. Hence by (4) cidn/) -idn/)c-icd-dc)ni = icd+dc)ni= -2hijQiaf)nj.
Combining this with cm -mc = cm+mc = nj gives cn -nc = 0.
3. Bimodules. We now give a Cayley-Dickson type construction of the bimodules for the composition algebras. We remark that the sub-bimodules of the regular A -bimodules are the two-sided ideals of A, so the regular bimodules are irreducible except for the case of the split C\ which splits into a direct sum C1=$eiffi$e2 of fields where ei -hil+i), s2 = Si = ^il-i) ii2 = l). The second way of representing the Cayley-Dickson bimodule shows that the sub-bimodules correspond to the right ideals of A, so the Cayley-Dickson bimodules are irreducible except for the case of the split C1 or C2, where it splits into a direct sum At = ieiA)t®ie2A)t of two irreducible bimodules. (Even though the split C3 is not a division algebra, it has no proper right ideals.) In all cases the regular and Cayley-Dickson bimodules are completely reducible. Similarly, given l1 as above we can define/1 =/l1; by the first part of the lemma ajl=j1d for aEC1, so we get {l1} = {j1} -{l|, l\, I2} as before. If A = C2 we are done. IV. Ii A9*C2 then ,4 = C3=C2+C27 Given I2 as above we have {I2} = {lf, 1?,, 1*. 13W, *3} for l3a! = (al)l2A-l2(al) (o = l, t, /, *), *3 = /2 +4Q(0-1^?+iQW-1(*'0i«+iQ(;0-10'0ijl+iQ(«)-1(«)i*.-By the lemma, cl^ = l^c, ct3=t3c for c£C3 = ^4. Similarly, given l2 as above we set Z2 = /l2; by the first part of the lemma al2=l2d for a£C2 so we can repeat as before to obtain {l2} = {/2} = {if, 1«, 1% 1%, t3}. Since A = C3 we are done.
4. Bimodules with involution. Every element of a bimodule with involution is the sum of its symmetric and skew parts. If we start the procedure of Theorem 1 with a symmetric or skew m, and note that the involution on {m} is completely determined by m, we arrive at the following The difference from the list in Theorem 1 is due to the fact that for A = C1 we have (^41, +) = (^41, -) under a-na; this is irreducible as bimodule with involution even in the split case.
5. Bimodules for Jordan algebras. From N. Jacobson's Coordinatization Theorem [2] it follows that for w=g3 the unital bimodules for a simple Jordan matrix algebra HiAn, y) (where A is a composition algebra and HiAn, 7) is the subalgebra of A//, consisting of the symmetric matrices relative to the canonical involution X->7-1X'7) are the bimodules HiMn, 7) where M is a unital bimodule for A which is associative if w 2:4 and in any case is alternative with involution whose selfadjoint elements are in the nucleus.
For example, the regular Jordan bimodules for HiAn, 7) are HUAl, +)", 7), which is just HiAn, 7) itself, and HHA1, -)", 7), which is the set SiAn, 7) of matrices skew under X->7-1X'7. The method of representing the Cayley-Dickson bimodules M = At as M = A with La, Ra the right multiplications by a, a allows us to interpret HUAt, +)n, 7) and HUAt, -)", 7) as the Cayley-Dickson Jordan bimodules C5(.4n, 7) = {XEAn\y-lX'y = -X} and CffU" 7)
= {X G ^4"|7-1X'7 = X} where the module operation is H-X = !{(X'iP)'+XA} for HEHiAn±y). (Note that if A is commutative this is just H-X = \iHX+XH).) If A is a split C1 or C2 these are not irreducible; we have C5(^4",7) = CSHeiA)n,y)® CSiie2A)n,y) = Ci5(^4", 7) ffi C25(^4", 7), and similarly CHiAn, 7) = CiHiAn, y) ffi C2HiAn, y), where the d are irreducible. (In the commutative case of a split C1 we may identify dA =$e,-with <£; writing H= Hiei+H2e2 for iJ,G$", and noting H = H2ei+Hie2, the modules Ci and C2 correspond to the tow actions H-X = ^HiX+XH2) and H-X = %iH2X+XH/) of H on XG3V) Theorem 3. Every unital bimodule N for the simple Jordan algebra HiAn, y) (ra^3, A a composition algebra) is completely reducible. The irreducible bimodules are isomorphic to the irreducible sub-bimodules of the regular and Cayley-Dickson Jordan bimodules. Thus we arrive at the following list.
I. A = C:N = HiAn,y),N = SiAn,y).
Ha. A = C1 division algebra: N = HiAn, 7), N=CHiAn, 7), N=CSiAn,y). lib. A = C1 split: N=HiAn, y), N= CiHiAn, y), A= CiSiAn, 7), N= C2HiAn, 7), N= dSiA., y). 
